COPA news
Building caring Christian communities

One of the newly built classrooms in Bombita
The President of the Dominican Republic is committed to improving education by creating
single session schools. Historically in the D.R., schools have been organized in double sessions with some students attending in the mornings and other students scheduled for
afternoons. Creating single sessions schools requires more classrooms and the COPA
Bombita school was chosen as one of the first schools to receive additional classrooms.
The construction has progressed rapidly and will be completed this summer and ready for
single session classes to begin in September. Read more on page 6.ak

e

Take a photo journey of how the work has progressed from beginning to end on
copa.org.uk, click on COPA USA and follow the link to the COPA US Spring newsletter.

STOP PRESS:

A date for your diary!

The COPA UK AGM will be held at Wesley Place Methodist Church,
Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent on Saturday, September 20th 2014
All welcome.
Full details in the next Newsletter.

Visit the COPA website: www.copa.org.uk
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Staff changes in the DR.
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The local community was positively impacted by this project as Bombita residents with construction skills were hired as workers.
With the classrooms built in
Bombita, work has slowed
down to a trickle. This is
proving extremely frustrating
as many jobs have been
started and not yet finished.
The engineer has assured us
that work will pick up again
from next week (and indeed
has already picked up today)
and that they will be finished
by the 20th June. Given that a
work team from the USA is
arriving on June 22nd I’m sure
you can imagine the pressure
that we all feel under, especially as it is quite hard to

visualise what everything
will look like, even with
the plans. I am trying to
bear in mind that so far
the engineer has been
true to his word on everything, so we need to have
some faith in him to finish
on time. He has agreed
to do so many things for
us and I can see that the
school will look fantastic
when finished.
In Bombita we have startNew classrooms in Bombita
ed interviewing some
teachers for available
posts. Out of 4 teachers, I think we have invited all 4 to concurso – this interview process is
still a little hazy to me, but it involves further selections. Of the 4 teachers we saw, the best
by far was our very own Javier (Secretary)! It is actually quite startling to see the difference
between teachers used to the standards set by COPA and others. In the case of the other 3
teachers we felt that although their lessons were exactly the same – ask some questions,
talk a bit, read something, do some writing – they did have a good classroom presence and
had the potential to improve further.
Teresa - Education Advisor

Taken from some of the monthly reports received from
Teressa, our Education Advisor:

News from
the
Schools

Ruth and Alice, our two Project Trust volunteers in La Hoya, really involved themselves in
school and community life. On the 15th March they went on a pilgrimage to Higüey with some
of the Catholics in the community. There is a very important Cathedral here that holds an important Spanish painting of the city’s patron saint the Virgin of La Altagracia. Thousands of
Dominicans visit every year, and it is first mentioned as a site of veneration in 1650. An extremely interesting excursion then. However, I declined the offer after Cathy told me I’d have to
get up a 3am! Perhaps another time…..
In La Hoya on the 7th March girls from 5th -8th grade
gave a drama and presentation for women in La Hoya to celebrate International Women’s Day.
On the 19th March the girls’ volleyball team played in the semi-finals of a local competition. Also
in March I also stumbled upon a group ‘parent’s evening’ in La Hoya. Ruber had invited some
young men to apologise to the parents of their peers for their poor behaviour in lessons! Fantastic.
Fiona has been working with Yasmine (1st grade) on a series of lessons based around The
Gruffalo. These went really well and even Moises has commented on the high student engagement. Fiona also gave two talks in fila in March on the subject of International Women’s Day
and has been experimenting with a little drama in Art, which has been very well received by all
the grades.
In Bombita I have begun some work on the library. With the help of the PT girls we have
cleaned 800 odd books, thrown out those that are irreparable and repaired those that can be
saved. Books have not been categorised for a while into even general reading abilities. I have
seen little evidence of teachers actively using their classroom libraries and I am disappointed in
the care that some teachers have taken with the books in their classrooms. I will be making
reading and books a primary focus of next year. I have plans to rearrange the library and to
categorise books into general reading abilities. (For those teachers among you, I hope you
appreciate that this is extremely difficult in a second language and without readability statistics!
So categories remain rather general. However, I think any sense of progression must be an
improvement on none at all.) The lack of categories is very interesting – Moises told me that the
reason new books had not been categorised is because the stickers came from the USA!
Yikes. I bought my stickers in Barahona in the hope that this excuse will no longer fly! I have
had a discussion with Diego (Librarian) about raising the profile of the library and reading in
general. I am also planning on buying a number of new books for the library and to this end
have done an inventory of all 800 books. New books will be sourced mainly in Santo Domingo.
I cannot stress enough how privileged we have been this year to have such fantastic Project
Trust volunteers. They are independent and mature and have coped with various difficulties
and setbacks. In Bombita Fiona and Bryony have had to justify several times to Moises, the
head teacher, why they aren’t staying another year! They celebrated their last day of teaching
on Friday 23rd May and I know all the girls felt a bit of a pang as they said goodbye to their classes. As I promised at the beginning of the year, some of the worst classes turned into some of
their best! I know the whole team will be extremely sad to see them go in July. Our new Project Trust volunteers arrive in August and we look forward to welcoming them. I am particularly
keen to work on creating a sense of responsibility to the next set of volunteers by presenting
important information clearly and clearing out old paperwork that is past its sell-by-date. I think
this sense of continuity and community is important in a team that is constantly changing.
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After 15 years of editing and circulating the Newsletter I
have decided to step down from this role at the end of
2014.
Many of the articles and photos used are gathered from
reports, ’blogs’ and special articles from the COPA volunteers and the Project Trust volunteers working in the Dominican Republic. There are also items about fundraising
and projects happening in the UK and I hope that over the
years you have found them to be an interesting mix.
Currently, three editions are published each year (May/
June, September and December) to coincide with letters
and cards from the young people in the DR and also the
COPA UK AGM paperwork.
I now feel that the time has come me to hand over to
someone who may have a new approach, new and fresh
ideas. Of course, I would be happy to help with any hand
over and also with the logistics of the mailing of the Newsletter if that would help my successor.
Would you, or someone you know, be interested in
taking on the role of Newsletter Editor? Please don’t
think that you need to live in the Gloucestershire/Wiltshire
area to do this as most of the input is from emails and the
internet.
Please contact me by email if you would like more information:
pam.tovey@btinternet.com or phone 01452
301633
Pam Tovey - Newsletter Editor

Sponsorship
Letters and Cards
The address for your letters and cards is:

Child’s name and sponsorship number
Escuela de COPA (Bombita or La Hoya)
Apartado 42
BARAHONA
Dominican Republic
Please could you write your name and address on the
reverse of the envelope. This will help the volunteers when
they are delivering the letters and cards to the children.

Editor: Mrs Pam Tovey, 30 Maidenhall, Highnam, Gloucester, GL2 8DL Tel: 01452 301633

